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Arab world. We also support research 
through our grants program, which since 
its inception has funded 53 projects by 
faculty members across 7 of Harvard’s 
15 schools. These projects include work 
by Professor Melani Cammett (Harvard 
Department of Government) on citizens 
and security threats in the Middle 
East, Belfer Center co-Director Eric 
Rosenbach (Harvard Kennedy School) on 
technology and governance in the Arab 
world, Professor Kristin Fabbe (Harvard 
Business School) on citizen prejudice 
toward Arab and sub-Saharan African 
migrants in the Middle East and North 
Africa, Professor Frank Hu (Harvard 
School of Public Health) on policies to 
limit the consumption of sugary drinks in Kuwait, and a project by the 
late, esteemed Professor Peter Rogers (Harvard School of Engineering 
and Applied Sciences) on using technology to promote equitable water 
use in Morocco. 

A wise person once said that a common mistake new leaders make 
is that, when asked for their vision, they give it. I am not one to ignore 
good advice. But I will say my fondest hope for the Middle East Initiative 
is for it to contribute to the mission articulated by the Kennedy School’s 
Dean, Doug Elmendorf, in his 2018 letter to the School community: “to 
improve public policy and public leadership across the United States 
and around the world, through a combination of research, teaching, 
and direct interaction with practitioners.” In pursuit of this goal, the 
coming years will see the Middle East Initiative embrace more of the 
region in its research and programming, from Morocco in the west 
to Afghanistan in the east, from Turkey in the north to Sudan in the 
south. They will also see us expand into new substantive areas. In 
keeping with Belfer Center Director Ash Carter’s charge to apply our 
intellectual capital to a “fuller range of science and technology issues” 
than has hitherto been the case, the Middle East Initiative will explore 
the implications of the dramatic technological and climatic changes that 
have marked the opening years of this century, and which seem poised 
to alter profoundly the lives of the peoples of the region and the world. 

The Middle East Initiative could not do everything we do, and 
plan to do, without the generosity of our supporters, who provide the 
resources necessary to catalyze the very best policy-oriented scholarship 
on the region. This coming year marks important milestones for two 
of our most important programs: the seventeenth anniversary of our 
Kuwait Program and the fifth year of the Emirates Leadership Initiative. 
In addition to continuing our work on those critical programs, this year 
will also see the launch of a new cross-campus initiative on religion, 
peace, and conflict in the Middle East; a new fellowship program for 
students from Palestine; among other activities.

As you flip through the pages of Mosaic, I hope that you are as 
energized and as excited by what is in them as I am. I hope also that you 
will be inspired to share with us your ideas and insights as the Middle 
East Initiative embarks on its next twenty years. 

Tarek Masoud 
Faculty Chair, Middle East Initiative
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The previous academic year was one of milestones for the Middle 
East Initiative, which in 2018 celebrates its twentieth anniversary. 
In September 2017, we mourned the passing of John P. White, 
who led the program for nine years—from 2001 to 2010—and 
helped build it into the globally esteemed program that it is today. 
John was a valued colleague, friend, and university citizen whose 
fingerprints are to be found not just on the Middle East Initiative, 
but throughout the Kennedy School. This last year also marked the 
passing of the torch by John’s successor as chair of the Middle East 
Initiative, Ambassador Nick Burns, who ran the program for eight 
years and secured major gifts that have allowed us to expand our 
fellowship and faculty research programs. As I assume leadership of 
this program, I am humbled by what my predecessors have achieved, 
daunted by the magnitude of the task yet before us, and excited about 
the possibilities for growth and learning.

I am also grateful to work with the outstanding team my 
predecessors assembled: Executive Director Hilary Rantisi, 
Assistant Director Julia Martin, student and outreach coordinator 
Maura James, and communications and events coordinator 
Christopher Mawhorter. The specialized titles these individuals 
hold belie the broad roles they play in making the program such a 
success: Hilary brings passion and dedication to all that we do. Julia 
helps keep everything running on time, on budget, and according 
to the best practices of Harvard University. Maura is our bridge 
to Kennedy School students, constantly innovating in the ways in 
which we bring the Middle East to them (and them to the Middle 
East). And Chris not only plans our events, but crafts much of our 
written material and media presence (including the document you 
now hold in your hands). 

As you read this sixth edition of Mosaic you will see what these 
remarkable people have built. One measure of the program’s success 
and dynamism is the pace and range of the events we convene. Last 
year the Middle East Initiative hosted 46 public events that covered 
a broad array of trends and perspectives in the region. Local experts 
at Harvard addressed the many earthshaking geopolitical events 
that befell the region this year, from Doha to Jerusalem to Riyadh to 
Beirut. A series of book talks brought valuable perspectives on the 
region’s political, economic, and social developments. Discussions 
with leading policy experts and former practitioners sharpened our 
grasp of contemporary crises and future prospects. Our film series 
brought potent social observations from distinctive vantage points 
in Israel, Iraqi Kurdistan, Iran, Palestine, and Tunisia. And two 
academic conferences and two year-long research seminars kept us 
in touch with cutting-edge scholarship from down the hall to across 
the globe. 

While we are always proud of our activities, our core objective 
remains to support cutting edge research on the challenges facing 
the region. We do this in a number of ways. Our research fellowship 
program has brought 30 early career scholars to the Kennedy School 
to finish their dissertations, write books, and produce new research. 
This past year’s crop of fellows is particularly distinguished—as one 
might expect from a program that boasts a 5% acceptance rate—and 
is featured on pages 11-13. We have also hosted more than 15 visiting 
senior scholars and practitioners on campus for terms varying 
from a few weeks to an entire year. Last year, we were pleased to 
welcome as a senior fellow Dr. Salam Fayyad, former prime minister 
of the Palestinian Authority from 2007 to 2013, who this coming 
year will lead a study group on the prospects for democracy in the 
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BY THE NUMBERS PAST FACULTY CHAIRS

On June 18, 2018, Nicholas Burns, Roy and Barbara Goodman Family 
Professor of the Practice of Diplomacy and International Relations, 
officially passed the baton to his successor as MEI Faculty Chair, Tarek 
Masoud, Sultan of Oman Professor of International Relations. This 
transition concluded eight years of leadership, during which both the 
Middle East and MEI experienced profound transformations. From 
the time he assumed the role of faculty chair in 2010, Burns and Direc-
tor Hilary Rantisi partnered to foster exponential growth in students, 
programs, community, and reach.

Burns supported expansive efforts to recruit and fund students 
from the region, more than tripling the number of students from 
Arab countries at HKS. 60 students from the region attended HKS on 
five new fully-funded fellowships supported by the Kuwait Program  
(page 7), Emirates Leadership Initiative (ELI, page 8), Sammy Ofer 
Graduate Fellowship, Palestinian Monetary Fund, and the newly 
announced Rawabi Fellowship (page 6). MEI also created new oppor-
tunities for students to learn on campus and in the region: hundreds 
of public events; the student-run Journal for Middle East Politics 
and Policy (hksjmepp.com); increased funding for student research 
and internships in the region; and a J-term course with the Harvard 
Humanitarian Initiative and the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public 
Health (page 22)  and a policy field visit to the UAE through ELI. All 
told, 262 students traveled to the region for such learning opportuni-
ties with MEI funding during Burns’ eight years.

Those eight years also saw a rapid expansion of funding and 
cross-campus collaborations: renewing the flagship Kuwait Program 
twice and launching ELI with the HKS Center for Public Leadership, 
a regional program in Jordan with HKS Executive Education, and the 
Religion, Conflict, and Peace (RCP) Initiative with Harvard Divinity 
School. These programs also supported research on regional policy 
issues across the University: MEI Research Fellowships annually host 
dynamic emerging scholars (page 11); experts from the highest levels 
of public service and academia come to campus as ELI Senior Fellows 
and Kuwait Foundation Visiting Scholars; and MEI Faculty Research 
Grants have supported 27 path-breaking faculty research projects 
(page 20).

Finally, Burns and Rantisi formed a core group of Faculty Affili-
ates, bridging diverse policy fields and regional expertise to serve as 
a backbone for MEI’s programs. Burns now joins that distinguished 
group – even as he spearheads a new Project on Europe and the Trans-
atlantic Relationship and leads the Future of Diplomacy Project at the 
Belfer Center – and will continue to engage with MEI as it opens a new 
chapter in its history.  

On September 3, 2017, MEI joined the Belfer Center and 
Harvard Kennedy School communities in mourning the 
loss of former MEI Faculty Chair John P. White, who 
passed away at the age of 80. A former U.S. Deputy Secre-
tary of Defense, Harvard Kennedy School Professor, and 
member of the Belfer Center’s Board of Directors, White 
was remembered most poignantly as a “dear  
friend and close colleague,” by Belfer Center Director  
Ash Carter and all who knew and worked with him.

John White began his Faculty Chairmanship in 
February 2001, two years after joining the faculty of 
Harvard Kennedy School in 1998 as Lecturer in Public 
Policy and later Robert and Renée Belfer Lecturer, a 
position which he held until 2012. Carter and White 
co-taught courses on national security strategy and 
management during their shared tenure from 1998-
2008. White was awarded the Kennedy School’s Manuel 
Carballo Teaching Award in 2004 for his dedication 
to students, excellence in the professional field, and 
commitment to public service. He stepped down as MEI 
Faculty Chair in 2010, handing the reigns to Professor 
and Ambassador Nicholas Burns.

In government, White served as Deputy Secretary of 
Defense from 1995-1997, Deputy Director of the Office 
of Management and Budget from 1978 to 1981, and 
Assistant Secretary of Defense, Manpow-
er, Reserve Affairs and Logistics from 
1977 to 1978. He is also credited with 
providing the intellectual foundation for 
independent presidential candidate Ross 
Perot’s economic plan in 1992. Later, 
he served with Carter on then-Presi-
dent-elect Barack Obama’s defense and 
intelligence transition team, as co-chair 
with Michele Flournoy. White received a 
B.S. from Cornell University in 1959 and 
then earned his master’s in economics and public admin-
istration in 1964 and Ph.D. in labor economics in 1969, 
both from Syracuse University’s Maxwell School.

In addition to his numerous professional and 
academic accomplishments, John White is remembered 
as a beloved friend and colleague. “John was always 
caring and paid particular attention to mentoring the 
next generation of government leaders with whom he 
worked on a daily basis,” remembers Hilary Rantisi, 
Director of MEI. “I learned a tremendous amount while 
working with him, and he provided support for a range 
of new initiatives that I brought to him, which are now 
cornerstones of the programs we provide to the HKS 
community. He is certainly missed.”

Remembering 
Former Faculty Chair 
John P. White

Celebrating Nicholas 
Burns’ Tenure as Faculty 
Chair, 2010-2018

06.18.18
date of official transition from 
former Faculty Chair Nick Burns 
to new Faculty Chair Tarek 
Masoud

eight
years of leadership by outgoing 
Faculty Chair Nicholas Burns

twenty
years since the founding of 
the Middle East Initiative on 
November 15, 1998 by then-
Kennedy School Dean Joseph 
Nye, succeeding the Institute  
for Social and Economic Policy  
in the Middle East 

ten
student research projects 
and internships funded in the 
Middle East in summer 2017 
and winter 2018 PAGE 19

47
scholars representing 29 
universities and 3 international 
institutions, discussed on-
going research on politics and 
policy in the Middle East at 2 
conferences hosted by MEI 
during the spring semester  
PAGE 27

17
active faculty research projects 
funded by MEI on issues 
like migration policy, public 
health, religious rhetoric, and 
cybersecurity PAGE 20

47
executive education 
participants funded by the 
Kuwait Program at Harvard 
Kennedy School

27
scholars affiliated with MEI,  
12 faculty affiliates from across 
Harvard (including our faculty 
chair), 6 research fellows, 2 
senior fellows, 7 resident and 
non-resident associates PAGE 6

47
students traveled to the 
region this year for research, 
coursework, or internships, 
supported by MEI PAGE 18

>2,300 
attendees joined 54 events on 
pressing public policy issues in 
the region PAGE 24

67
students from the Middle East 
enrolled this year at Harvard 
Kennedy School, 15 received 
funding through fellowships 
supported by MEI PAGE 15
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PROGRAM UPDATES

Rawabi Fellowship for 
Leaders from Palestine
In April 2018, Harvard Kennedy School announced 
the new Rawabi Fellowship for Leaders from Palestine. 
Funded by Palestinian businessman Bashar Masri, the 
Rawabi Fellowship aims to attract emerging Palestinian 
leaders to Harvard Kennedy School for opportunities 
to develop their leadership skills, academic expertise, 
and networks. Upon graduation from the Kennedy 
School, fellows will be encouraged to use their newly 
acquired skills to enact positive change and a prosperous 
and peaceful future for the people of Palestine. The 
fellowship will provide graduate students with support 
for tuition and living expenses and funding for tuition to 
executive education participants. Through MEI, Rawabi 
Fellows will also have access to regionally focused 
programing, travel and internship support, and a space 
to build community with each other and other students 
interested in the region. MEI and HKS look forward to 
welcoming the first Rawabi Fellow starting in the 2018-
2019 academic year!

To learn more about MEI-supported fellowships for HKS 
students from the Middle East, visit belfercenter.org/project/
middle-east-initiative#prospective-students.

Reem Jafari of Daheisha Refugee Camp in Bethlehem, Palestine, center, poses 
with Rawabi Fellowship funder Bashar Masri, right. Jafari will join HKS as the 
inaugural Rawabi Fellow in fall 2018.

(From left) MEI Faculty Chair Tarek Masoud, KFAS Deputy Director General Amani 
Albedah, KFAS Director General Adnan Shihab-Eldin, HKS Dean Doug Elmendorf, 
MEI Director Hilary Rantisi, then-MEI Faculty Chair Nicholas Burns, attend the 
signing of the Kuwait Program Renewal in February 2018.

Kuwait Program 
Extends
The Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of 
Sciences (KFAS) renewed its commitment to the Kuwait 
Program at Harvard Kennedy School with a gift of $6 
million in February 2018, extending the MEI-administered 
Kuwait Program for five additional years. Since its founding 
in 2002, the Kuwait Program has advanced research on 
issues important to the Gulf Cooperation Council and 
to the Middle East, in addition to training leaders and 
academics from the region. The program supports visiting 
scholars, faculty research grants, executive education 
programs, and fellowships for Kennedy School graduate 
students from Kuwait and the broader Middle East.

As part of the new phase of the Kuwait Program, MEI 
and KFAS also announced the Kuwait Researcher Program, 
to begin in spring 2019. The program will host scholars 
from Kuwait, from the postdoctoral to the senior level, 
for up to one semester to conduct research or lead a study 
group at HKS on public policy issues in the Middle East.

Read more about the Kuwait Program in the 2017 
issue of Mosaic, when the program celebrated 15 years. 
And special thanks to our colleagues in the HKS offices of 
Alumni Affairs and Resource Development and Executive 
Education, Cathleen Coyle, Claire Bingham, and Amy 
Capman, who helped with the renewal process! To read 
more about faculty research supported by the Kuwait 
Program, see page 20.

Melani Cammett & Kristin Fabbe
MEI Faculty Affiliates Melani Cammett, Harvard’s Clarence Dillon Professor of 
International Affairs, and Kristin Fabbe, Assistant Professor at Harvard Business 
School, are integral members of the MEI community, driving scholarship and 
teaching on Middle East governance across the University and beyond. On campus 
they facilitated discussion of the region, co-chairing the Center for European 
Studies’ Colonialism and Mediterranean Europe Study Group and two academic 
conferences alongside Professor Tarek Masoud (details on page 27), and regularly 
joining two graduate workshops on MENA governance at MEI, one of which 
Cammett co-chaired with Masoud. Each chaired MEI events, as well: Fabbe hosted 
Carnegie Middle East Center-Beirut Director Maha Yahya, discussing Yahya’s 
research on the psychological and political intricacies of return for Syrian refugees 
in Jordan with her own fieldwork on the same topic in Turkey; and Cammett hosted 
Salam Fayyad, MEI Senior Fellow and former Prime Minister of the Palestinian 
Authority, in the JFK Jr. Forum.

Cammett and Fabbe also continued to conduct and publish research on the 
region, often collaborating with MEI colleagues. Fabbe traveled to Turkey to 
investigate Syrian refugee attitudes to return and peacebuilding in their homeland in 
light of experiences of violence and to Northern Iraq to survey Kurdish Peshmerga 
views on Iraq’s post-ISIS order. She also received an Emirates Leadership Initiative 
faculty research grant to study prejudice towards Arab and sub-Saharan African 
migrants in MENA and began working with MEI Research Fellow Allison Hartnett 
(see page 11) on the political economy of micro- and small enterprise in Jordan. 
Cammett used her sabbatical year to continue an ELI faculty research grant with 
MEI associate Ishac Diwan on citizen perceptions of security threats in the region, 
working with former MEI research fellow Alexei Abrahams and Harvard PhD 
candidate Andrew Leber on political elites’ use of social media to influence citizens 
and regional security dynamics in cyber-space. She also worked with former 
research fellow Davide Luca on how political priorities affected central government 
spending under Turkey’s ruling AK Party since 2002. And she started the Middle 
East/North Africa Historical Data Archive (MENAHDA) with Harvard’s Institute 
for Quantitative Social Sciences and research fellow Allison Hartnett, compiling 
over one thousand statistical yearbooks published by the Ottoman state, European 
colonial powers, and post-independence governments in more than sixteen countries 
to understand economic and social development trajectories across the region.

To learn more about Cammett’s research visit belfercenter.org/person/melani-cammett
To learn more about Fabbe’s research visit belfercenter.org/person/kristin-e-fabbe

To learn more about the Kuwait Program at HKS,  
visit belfercenter.org/mei#kuwait-program

Former Fellows’ 
Books
Three MEI Research Fellows release 
books in the coming year, each one 
substantially crafted during their 
time in MEI’s intellectual community. 
These three books each offer 
important advances in scholarship 
on authoritarian governance and 
opposition politics in MENA, bringing 
nuanced insights on how opposition to 
autocracy in the region forms, fights, 
and fails, and where it might succeed.

Contesting 
Authoritarianism:  
Labor Challenges to  
the State in Egypt
Dina Bishara 

Cambridge University  
Press, September 2018

Why Alliances Fail: Islamist 
and Leftist Coalitions  
in North Africa
Matt Buehler

Syracuse University Press, 
November 2018

Winning Hearts and 
Votes: Social Services 
and the Islamist Political 
Advantage
Steven Brooke 

Cornell University Press, 
January 2019
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EMIRATES LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE

Generously supported by the government of the United 
Arab Emirates, the Emirates Leadership Initiative 
(ELI) at Harvard Kennedy School concluded its fourth 
year in 2018. Facilitated jointly by the Center for Public 
Leadership (CPL) at HKS, HKS Executive Education, 
and MEI, the program connects students, fellows, and 
faculty to the UAE and the broader Middle East every 
year at Harvard and in the region through four key 
activities: the Graduate Student Fellowship, the Research 
Program, Executive Education, and the UAE Policy 
Field Experience. MEI primarily supports the Research 
Program and takes an active role in the Graduate Student 
Fellowship and the Policy Field Experience with CPL. 
ELI thrives on the shared mission of preparing emerging 
leaders from the United Arab Emirates and the Middle 
East to confront the region’s public policy issues through 
a multi-pronged approach that goes beyond traditional 
academic coursework.

Research Program
Within the ELI Research Program, MEI implements four 
distinct activities that foster academic inquiry, informed 
by on-the-ground experience in the region, into the 
Middle East’s most pressing public policy challenges: 
pre- and postdoctoral research fellowships for emerging 
scholars on Middle East governance and public policy; 
faculty research funding for policy-relevant research 
on the region across Harvard; research and internship 
funding for students to engage policy issues in the region 
and shape their careers; and senior fellowships to bring 
top policymakers and academics to the Kennedy School. 

MEI Research Fellowships
The Research Fellowship Program fosters a promising 
community of scholars, who contribute much-needed 
insight into advancing informed policy on many issues 
confronting the Middle East during and beyond their 
year at Harvard. During the year-long fellowship, these 
emerging scholars build new professional relationships, 
launch new and collaborative research projects, and serve 
as a pivotal resource on campus for the HKS community by 
engaging with and mentoring students from and interested 
in the Middle East. The enriching research environment 
and access to premier faculty and resources at Harvard 
enables these scholars to maximize their year, advance their 
research, and ultimately shape both their academic careers 
and the future of public policy in the region. To learn more 
about the 2017-2018 cohort of research fellows, see page 11.

  “The [fellowship] provided an 
ideal opportunity to leverage my 
methodological skill set and work 
with leading scholars on projects with 
contemporary significance. The MEI 
community continues to serve as a 
gateway to a broader community of  
like-minded innovators from Boston  
to the UAE.”

MUHAMMED Y. IDRIS  
MEI Research Fellow, 2014-2015

Emirates Leadership Initiative

27 & 24 
number of local 
researchers and 
local research firms 
and institutions, 
respectively, that 
MEI Research 
Fellows have 
collaborated with in 
the region over the 
first four cohorts

630 
applications for 
MEI Research 
Fellowships over 
the first five years 
of the ELI Research 
Program at MEI 
for 30 fellowships 
awarded, a 
competitive 4.8% 
acceptance rate

Dubai’s skyline robed  
in early morning fog.
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EMIRATES LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE

Faculty Research
ELI Faculty Research Grants support Harvard faculty 
conducting policy-relevant research in the Middle 
East. This program increases faculty engagement with 
MENA-based research – including opportunities to 
collaborate with or present at institutions in the region. 
These projects contribute to a growing body of knowledge 
on a variety of topics and inform evidence-based public 
policy in the region.

Student Research and 
Internship Funding
ELI’s Student Research Fund provides opportunities for 
Harvard students to travel to the region to engage not just 
with policy issues but also the people and culture of the 
region and to shape their careers. Such experiences build 
capacity and prepare the next generation of policy leaders 
from the Middle East, and draw future leaders from other 
regions to learn about – and in – the region more deeply. 
Through policy research, student internships, and expe-
riential learning, this opportunity builds upon Harvard’s 
connections to and work in the region. See examples of 
student research projects funded by ELI, on page 19.

 “This project was fundamental in 
helping me research the frontiers of 
Islamic capital markets in a burgeoning 
hub of the industry — the UAE — which 
has guided my future aspiration of 
contributing to the global growth of 
Islamic finance.”

AZIZJON AZIMI, MPP ‘20
On his project “Islamic Capital Markets as a Pathway  
to Sustainable Development,” detailed on page 19

RESEARCH FELLOWS

A Front Seat to  
the Social Contract
Allison Spencer Hartnett
During the 2017-2018 academic year, MEI hosted six research fellows 
supported by the Emirates Leadership Initiative. The fellows – including 
two doctoral candidates and four postdoctoral researchers – conducted 
independent research projects, presented their ongoing work to the 
public, participated in several MENA-focused seminars and workshops, 
and contributed to the broader Harvard community through other events, 
activities and collaborations. We sat down with pre-doctoral research fellow 
Allison Spencer Hartnett to discuss her research on autocracy, colonialism, 
and land reform in the Middle East, her time at MEI, and her research agenda 
moving forward. Follow her on Twitter @as_hartnett.

This interview has been edited for length and clarity.

Senior Fellows
ELI Senior Fellows support the Kennedy School’s mission 
to strengthen the bridges between Harvard and the region 
and between scholarship and practice. Senior Fellows 
at HKS offer students a rare opportunity to engage with 
notable practitioners from the highest levels of public 
service and academia, invaluably augmenting the HKS 
experience for students both from and interested in the 
region. This unique opportunity allows regional experts 
time and space to think through the most pressing policy 
challenges, exchange ideas with faculty and other experts 
at Harvard, and thereby return to the region with new 
insights, networks, and resources. Learn more about our 
2017-2018 Senior Fellow Salam Fayyad’s time at HKS on 
page 24.

Student Degree Fellowships
MEI collaborates with CPL to support 10-12 talented 
student fellows from the UAE and broader Arab world 
each year, working to recruit and select fellows and to 
coordinate personal and academic support during their 
HKS experience. ELI student fellows also have access to 
Research and Internship Funding, MEI Research and 
Senior Fellows, and MEI’s robust events calendar and 
broader programming on the region. Student fellows 
also bring a great deal of expertise and leadership to 
campus each year, making them a cornerstone of MEI’s 
efforts to bring the region to Harvard – (read more about 
ELI fellows’ impact on campus on pages 14-17.) MEI 
also serves as an important resource as students begin 
their career search, offering advising and networking 
opportunities during and after their time at HKS. 

Policy Field Experience
MEI and CPL offer an annual intensive field visit to the 
UAE every January since 2015. Each year, participants ex-
plore a pressing policy issue and engage with government 
ministries, local universities, public-private partnership 
initiatives, and leading entrepreneurs, to discuss topics 
such as sustainability, energy, and innovation policy. MEI 
Fellows and Harvard faculty also join the trip, bolstering 
the academic experience for students and advancing their 
own policy-relevant research on critical issues in the UAE 
and the region. 

54% 
increase in Arab 
applicants to 
HKS since the ELI 
student fellowship 
has been offered

71% 
of ELI student 
fellows return to the 
Middle East after 
graduating

98 
HKS students + 3 
MEI research fellows 
have participated 
in the annual policy 
field visit to the UAE

45 
student internships 
or research projects 
in the Middle East

6 
senior fellows to 
date, reaching 
hundreds of Harvard 
students and 
scholars through 
teaching, mentoring, 
events and more

MEI Research Fellows Matt Buehler and Jonas Bergan Draege 
at the Careem offices in Dubai. Below, students engage with 
HE Maryam Al Hammadi, Assistant Director General for 
Government Performance, at the Office of the Prime Minister 
in Dubai.

Above: Allison Spencer Hartnett 
presents her research in an April 
2018 MEI Seminar as MEI Faculty 
Chair Tarek Masoud and others 
look on.
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RESEARCH FELLOWS

What are the central questions 
your research tries to address?

ASH: My research aims to 
understand authoritarianism in 
the Middle East by examining the 
history of state building across 
the region, through the often 
overlooked lenses of agrarian 
relations and colonial legacies. 
Specifically, I trace land policies 
under colonialism and post-in-
dependence as a window into 
political continuity and change 
as new states emerged. In many 
cases, land reform in the Middle 
East defied conventional wisdom 
– redistribution often destabilized 
the elite coalitions in new regimes, 
the effects of which are still being 
felt in many MENA states.

What methods do you use for 
your research? Why?

ASH: I began with a regional 
quantitative model testing land 
redistribution against regime 
failure over time in 18 countries. 
Remarkably, most redistribution 
correlated to regime failure, 
leading me to delve into the 
mechanisms of my model with 
historical sources. I categorized 
landed elites and reforms in each 
country and coded winners and 
losers. That data showed that 
regimes collapsed only when 
reforms directly targeted landed 
elites. In contrast, reforms that 
allowed landed elites or regime 
cronies to gain land yielded stable 
regimes. Curious why these more 
radical reforms happen, I looked 
deeper into two cases: Iraq and 
Jordan, using Ottoman, British, 
Jordanian and Iraqi archives in 
Jordan, the U.K., and the U.S.; 
subnational data on land tenure, 
laws, and state institutions over 
time; and interviews with Iraqis 
and Jordanians, from officials 
down to migrant (often Egyptian) 
laborers in farm fields.

Iraq and Jordan had similar 
initial conditions and were both 
colonized by Britain, but Iraq’s 
regime fell after enacting radical 
land reform, while Jordan’s more 
measured reforms preserved the 
regime’s elite coalition. Ottoman 

records in Jordan were settled 
and detailed down to individual 
plots – giving everyone a clear 
stake in the property system. In 
Iraq huge swaths of rural land 
were registered to tribal sheikhs 
who served as proxy governors 
and tax collectors. When the 
British privatized property using 
Ottoman records, Jordanian elites 
were subject to rule of law, while 
Iraq’s feudalist landlords held 
almost all rural land and thus 
veto power over the Hashemite 
government.

What has been the most unex-
pected/surprising discovery in 
your research?

ASH: During the Arab Spring, 
the English press missed protests 
in Jordan claiming pre-colonial 
land rights, contesting laws that 
have been on the books since the 
1930s. Their claims stemmed 
from Ottoman-era land rights.  
Honestly, had I not been studying 
Jordanian land policy, I would 
not have caught it. The protests 
triggered a Parliamentary inquiry, 
even though agriculture has de-
clined to only 3% of Jordan’s GDP 
and rural population has fallen 
from 50% to below 15%, land’s 
continued political salience was 
remarkable, as was the durability 
of the property system.

What are the main academic 
and policy takeaways from 
your research?

ASH: To understand how modern 
state institutions function and 
why they tend to be so weak and/
or repressive, academics and pol-
icymakers need to study agrarian 
relations and historical legacies. 
Analysts often focus on oil and 
aid rents and authoritarianism, 
but forget that state institutions, 
shaped by agrarian relations over 
time, mediate these forces. Of 
course, states and leaders have 
agency, but historical legacies 
confine their choices. In fragile 
states like Iraq, lack of clear land 
ownership settlements or norms 
made essential state functions – 
taking a census, taxing citizens, 

planning land use and economic 
development – near impossible. 
Iraq remains a weak state lacking 
legitimacy and cohesion. As for 
more tangible policies, I am en-
couraged to see the development 
sector begin to inform policy 
implementation by engaging local 
interests and institutions, with 
tools like stakeholder mapping. 
Often donors have failed when 
trying to enact policy prescrip-
tions without grappling with 
local politics.

Right near the end of your fel-
lowship year, Jordan erupted 
in massive protests against 
proposed tax reforms, includ-
ing income tax rates, leading 
to a change in government. 
Did your research give you any 
insight into the protests?

ASH: My research gives me 
a front seat to Jordan’s social 
contract, so I really saw these tax 
reforms’ political significance. 
During and after colonial rule, 
taxes were primarily on land until 
those were repealed in the 1950s 
to appease landed elites. Taxes 
were essentially not collected 
until structural reforms in 1989 
levied income taxes primarily on 
the urban professional middle 
class. The latest proposed tax 
hikes again targeted the middle 
class, recently squeezed by other 
macroeconomic pressures, and 
they reacted. Professional associ-
ations were in the streets leading 
protests, which was unprecedent-
ed. Their newfound political voice 
could eventually lead to more 
structural change, but for now 
the same elite from colonial times 
continue to dominate, driving 
perilous middle and lower class 
dissatisfaction with the political 
status quo.

What was the most valuable 
aspect of your time at MEI, the 
Kennedy School, and Harvard?

ASH: My fellow fellows! We had 
this amazing brain trust of people 
with similar passions and exper-
tise, all interested in each other’s 
work and success. They read and 
reread drafts of my papers and 
dissertation and held whiteboard 
sessions to help translate my 
empirical research into theory. 
And we built so many collabora-
tions just being in the same space. 
Hilary Rantisi, Tarek Masoud, 
Melani Cammett, and Kristin 
Fabbe were incredibly supportive 
of my work as well as helping 
establish new collaborative proj-
ects. And of course, thanks to the 
MEI team for making everything 
happen behind the scenes. It was 
a wonderful year and I will miss it 
tremendously!

What is next for you and your 
research?

ASH: Next year, I join Yale as 
a postdoctoral fellow at the 
Leitner Program on Political 
Economy and as a lecturer 
of political science. I’ll be 
turning my dissertation into a 
book manuscript and teaching 
a course on the political 
economy of authoritarianism 
in the spring. I will continue 
collaborations started at 
MEI with Kristin Fabbe, Liz 
Nugent, Melani Cammett and 
Gabriel Koehler-Derrick. I 
will also work on setting my 
future research agenda, mainly 
bringing my historical work up 
to the present day and exploring 
the link between colonial 
institutions and state building 
in the Middle East.  

Hind Ahmed Zaki
Hind Ahmed Zaki joined MEI as pre-doctoral fellow, until she completed her PhD in political 
science in April 2018 at the University of Washington, where she had been recognized in 2011 as a 
“Woman of Courage” by the UW Women’s Center for her advocacy for women’s rights in Egypt. 
At MEI, she focused on how women’s rights activists reinvent and attempt to expand women’s 
rights amidst political unrest, following her dissertation research on feminist mobilization in 
Tunisia and Egypt after the Arab Spring, which questioned the assumption that gender justice 
accompanies democratic transition.  

Upon completing her PhD, Hind accepted a two-year postdoctoral fellowship at Brandeis 
University’s Crown Center for Middle East Studies and will remain an associate with MEI for the 
2018-2019 academic year. Hind aims to turn her dissertation entitled, “In the Shadow of the State: 
Gender Contestations and Legal Mobilization in Egypt and Tunisia” into a book manuscript. 

Matt Buehler
Matt Buehler completed his postdoctoral fellowship in December 2017 and returned to his role as 
Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University of Tennessee for the spring 2018 semester. 
He presented his research on public attitudes towards nuclear weapons in the Middle East at MEI 
and at the Belfer Center’s Project on Managing the Atom in fall 2017 and joined the annual ELI 
policy field visit to the UAE in January 2018. While at MEI, Matt finished his book Why Alliances 
Fail: Islamist and Leftist Coalitions in North Africa, which will be published in November 2018.

Jonas Bergan Draege
Jonas Bergan Draege joined MEI as a postdoctoral fellow to continue his research on Turkish 
political parties’ response to the 2013 Gezi Park protests. Examining parliamentary speeches, budget 
data, and interviews with officials, he found that Turkish opposition parties assumed the Gezi 
protests’ rhetoric but failed to enact policy changes during the political opening after the protests. 
He is working on a book manuscript based on this research provisionally titled “The Rise of Street 
Politics: The Gezi Protests and the Opposition’s Failure in Turkey”. 

During his fellowship year, he completed the article “The Determinants of Voter Choice in 
Tunisia after the Arab Spring” which analyses the lines of conflict that determine voting behavior in 
Tunisia in the first three elections following the Arab Spring. He also found time to join the annual 
UAE field visit with Prof. Buehler, continue his Norwegian-language social sciences podcast Politikk 
og Røvere, and even squeezed in a musical performance with his longtime bandmates in Jazzy 
Arafat. In fall 2018 Jonas returns to Harvard as a joint postdoctoral fellow at MEI and Evidence for 
Policy Design at Harvard Kennedy School. He will continue working on the research project “Does 
Doctrine Matter? Analyzing Shifts in Official Islam through Friday Sermons” with Professor 
Kristin Fabbe.

Diana B. Greenwald
Diana B. Greenwald used her postdoctoral fellowship to continue her current book project on how 
the legacies of occupation, conflict, and national resistance shape the institutions that emerge in 
new and aspiring states. In addition to her book topic, she studies rebel movement governance, 
the coercive and fiscal aspects of state-building, and Palestinian public opinion. While at MEI, 
Greenwald contributed analytical pieces to The Washington Post and The National Interest on the 
Gaza electricity crisis and geopolitical maneuvering over Jerusalem, respectively. Diana will join the 
City College of New York as an assistant professor in the political science department in fall 2018.

Elizabeth Nugent
As a postdoctoral research fellow at MEI, Elizabeth Nugent focused on producing a manuscript 
for her book, After Repression: Identity and Polarization in Democratic Transitions. Based on her 
dissertation, the book examines psychological mechanisms and case studies of repression and 
polarization in Egypt and Tunisia. In the spring, the American Political Science Association (APSA) 
awarded Liz the Comparative Democratization Best Paper Award at its Annual Meeting, as well as 
Honorable Mention for the Best Field Work and Juan Linz Best Dissertation Awards. She presented 
her project on the political psychology of repression at an MEI public talk and the NEMEPWG 
workshop in spring 2018. Liz joins the political science faculty at Yale University in July 2018.

Intellectual Community
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STUDENT LIFE

We Are Here
In the 2017-2018 academic year the Middle East 
Initiative, jointly with the Center for Public Leadership, 
offered funding to 15 of 67 students from the region to 
study at the Kennedy School. In addition to fellowship 
funding, MEI provides formal and informal support to 
students from the region, from consulting on student-
led events to career counseling. With the region 
producing seemingly daily news headlines throughout 
the year, students remained remarkably active on 
campus and MEI continued to offer support to these 
emerging leaders. 

We spoke with two Emirates Leadership Initiative 
Student Degree Fellows, Mariam Balfaqeh and Tarek 
Zeidan, about their time as a fellow at Harvard, and 
their plans after graduation. The Emirates Leadership 
Initiative Student Degree Fellowship was established 
by the United Arab Emirates to support students 
from the UAE and other Arab countries who have 
demonstrated interest in developing leadership and 
public management skills.

What did being an Emirates 
Leadership Initiative Fellow 
mean to you?

MB: I looked forward to being 
an ELI fellow. It gave me a sense 
of community and provided 
me with a great network. The 
fellowship was a safe space to ex-
change ideas, debate, and express 
opinions with people from sim-
ilar geographical backgrounds 
but different experiences in the 
region. The idea that we are all 
from the Arab World provided 
an extra layer of support to push 
the boundaries of collaboration. 

TZ: Being part of ELI meant 
belonging to a group of bright, 
driven, dedicated young Arab 
women and men who invested 
massive amounts of effort into 
solving public problems endemic 
to the region. The fellowship pro-
vided a structure that facilitated 
collective thinking in a space 
where one felt empowered and 
supported to exchange ideas and 
implement their potential. We 
could disagree and debate often 
but always shared the common 
goal of serving our communities 
the best we can.

The fellowship also pro-
vided access to successful and 
established leaders in various 
fields. Sitting within the Center 
for Public Leadership (CPL), the 
fellowship benefits from CPL’s 
history and experience in trou-
bleshooting chronic problems 
and managing change.

What was your favorite course 
at HKS and why?

MB: Political Economy After 
the Crisis was one of my favorite 
classes. It was taught by Profes-
sor Dani Rodrik and Professor 
Roberto Mangabeira Unger. I 
remember having a conversation 
with a friend about how the 
concepts for future economies 
and the institutions needed to 
support such economies are very 
abstract and “up there in the 
clouds,” while current demands 
require from us something more 
concrete. My friend pointed 
out that this was exactly the 

point of the class, for us to build 
a concrete path towards the 
clouds. This class changed the 
way I look at limitations in a field 
like economics and how we can 
be more innovative and inclusive 
in our approach to policy.

TZ: Global Justice with Kathryn 
Sikkink. This course helped 
me figure out the role I play 
as an individual activist in this 
gigantic, ever-evolving global 
community on its quest for 
equality and fairness. It was the 
first time I experienced a course 
that did not follow a neo-liberal 
agenda, and one that fused 
economic rights with the more 
prevalent civil and political 
rights rhetoric. By focusing not 
only on political struggle and 
conflict resolution, Global Justice 
provided evidence based hope in 
the pursuit of economic justice 
while simultaneously reaffirming 
my faith in the practice and 
promise of Human Rights.

What was one of your most 
meaningful experiences 
outside of your coursework?

MB: Studying at Harvard provid-
ed many meaningful interactions 
outside of coursework. Mostly 
getting to know people from 
different backgrounds and 
interacting with them outside the 
classroom. The treks in the States 
and abroad provided a great 
opportunity for me to have a dia-
logue with classmates and others 
about the challenges people face 
and what values they hold. It 

gave me a chance, as well, to look 
inward and assess my own values 
and how I am channeling them 
through my work and interac-
tions with others.

TZ: Organizing the first-ever 
LGBT Rights panel at the Arab 
Conference at Harvard (ACH). 
Not only was I surprised at the 
level of support from Arabs and 
Arab Alumni at the conference, 
but I also did not expect interest 
in the quest for truth about 
gender and sexual minorities in 
the Middle East and the storied 
role these minorities have played 
in the region’s history, from the 
dawn of civilization all the way 
until today.

Being surrounded by this 
much curiosity filled me with 
hope, as did the many offers of 
support and help from excited 
volunteers of the LGBT rights 
movement in the region. The 
conference started to sketch the 
outlines of the beginning of a 
partnership between Arabs in 
the diaspora and Arabs in the 
region, which is long overdue. 
The interactions I witnessed 
illustrated how both of our 
cultures can be greatly enriched 
by this exchange. However, 
most importantly, that event will 
always be etched in my memory 
because of the public, impromp-
tu stories and revelations shared 
by the audience members in the 
aftermath of the panel. The at-
mosphere was electric. And right 
there and then my belief was 
reaffirmed in the vast potential 
of my people for tolerance and 
equality which has long been 
denied and is slowly beginning 
to courageously re-emerge.

Mariam, you worked closely 
with HKS staff and colleagues 
in the UAE to organize the 
annual Policy Field Visit to 
the UAE. Can you speak more 
about that experience? What 
was surprising about bringing 
a group of Harvard students 
to your home and what have 
you learned?

MB: The experience of orga-
nizing a trek to the UAE for a 
group of policy students, some 
of whom have never been to the 
region, was a huge task and a 
great responsibility. In 10 days, I 
wanted to show the students my 
country and how I experience 
it, which I quickly realized is 
impossible. It was interesting for 
me to interact with the students 
and hear their questions and 
comments. People were curious 
and open to learn about culture, 
development, and policymaking 
mechanisms in the UAE. I was 
pleasantly surprised as I learnt 
with the group about some 
aspects I took for granted, the 
concept of having access to our 
leaders every week through the 
Majlis or by chance in a random 
restaurant or café. Speaking of 
which, the food was one of the 
brightest highlights of the trek 
and something that any Emirati 
and Middle Easterner would take 
pride in!

Tarek, you worked closely 
with faculty, specifically Hugh 
O’Doherty, on leadership 
frameworks and created a 
working group on dialogue. 
Can speak more about that? 
What motivated this work and 
what have you learned?

TZ: I had the extraordinary priv-
ilege to be Hugh’s course coach 
for the Exercising Leadership 
course at HKS. I was also lucky 
enough to be able to join him 
and several of my colleagues in 
exploring how the adaptive lead-
ership framework can be utilized 
to solve protracted conflicts as an 
innovative approach to conflict 
resolution. Professor O’Doherty, 
who is perfectly situated for 
bridging these two disciplines, 
created a working group that 
sought to train students on how 
to use the framework to move 
entangled systems towards 
progress in solving problems 
within their region.

I happened to be the only 
person from the Arab World to 
join the group which included 
individuals working on Kashmir, 

Mariam Balfaqeh
Mariam Balfaqeh, the Acting Department Manager 
at the General Secretariat of the Executive Council, 
Economic Development and Government Financial Affairs 
Department in the Abu Dhabi Government, graduated in 
2018 after completing her one-year, mid-career Master’s in 
Public Administration at HKS. Before returning to the UAE 
in August, Mariam received a certificate in Innovation and 
Technology from MIT.

Tarek Zeidan
Tarek Zeidan, a sexual and bodily rights activist from 
Beirut, Lebanon, graduated after two years at HKS with 
his Master’s in Public Administration in 2018. He was 
a student fellow with both the Emirates Leadership 
Initiative and the Carr Center for Human Rights Policy. 
He has since returned to Lebanon where he will apply 
lessons from the Kennedy School to continue advocating 
for the rights and protection of LGBT individuals and 
communities in the MENA region.

 “The fellowship 
was a safe space 
to exchange ideas, 
debate, and express 
opinions with 
people from similar 
backgrounds but 
different experiences 
in the region.”

MARIAM BALFAQEH, 
MC/MPA ‘18
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“I’ve loved being a part 
of this tight-knit cohort 
and having access to 
people who understand 
me. Our countries may 
be different, but we’ve 
gone through some very 
similar things and we 

can help each other.”

HODAN OSMAN

Asking the Right Questions 
to Build a State
Hodan Osman MC/MPA 2018 is passionate about building a state for Somalia.  
She came to the Kennedy School after working for the nascent Somali government 
since 2013, looking for a “how-to guide” for state-building. Her journey of discovery 
and the impact of her time as an Emirates Leadership Initiative student degree 
fellow and Edward S. Mason fellow at the Kennedy School, were profiled in the 
Student Stories and Commencement 2018 series on the Kennedy School website. In 
fall 2018, Osman will continue her work with MEI faculty chair Tarek Masoud on 
state-building in Somalia.

Read the full article online at www.hks.harvard.edu/more/student-life/student-stories/
lattes-and-sidewalks-and-guide-nation-building

These Hands Reach Out
Abdi Ismail Isse MC/MPA 2017, forced to flee his native Somalia at age 10, has 
dedicated his life to helping those affected by conflict, negotiating for humanitarian 
assistance and protection with the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
across the Middle East, and across the globe. His personal and professional journey, 
and the impact of his time as an Emirates Leadership Initiative student degree 
fellow at the Kennedy School, were profiled in the Winter 2018 issue of the Harvard 
Kennedy School Magazine.

In the article, Ismail Isse remembers a course taught by former MEI Research 
Fellow Jonah Schulhofer-Wohl as the most impactful of his time at the Kennedy 
School, saying, “It was the class where I absorbed the most, because it connected 
the experiences I was exposed to and created a bridge for my ambition to get 
involved in conflict management and resolution at the multilateral level.” Ismail 
Isse now brings his skills and ambition to build peace to his post as deputy head of 
the ICRC delegation in Baghdad, as well as a shared resilience nurtured by his ELI 
fellowship cohort.

Read the full article online at www.hks.harvard.edu/more/alumni/alumni-stories/these-
hands-reach-out-abdi-ismail-isse-mcmpa-2017-has-devoted-his-career
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Myanmar, and North-South 
Korean relations. I found the 
work we did together extremely 
riveting, because it reaffirmed 
my belief that conflict and 
confrontation are distinct. There 
is conflict among the people in 
our region largely due to our 
historical experience with the 
West, but also because the space 
for confrontation and debate has 
shrunk. Confrontation increases 
tolerance for uncertainty and 
gives the “other” the space to 
speak. It is my hope that, upon 
returning home, I will contribute 
to the establishment and revital-
ization of these necessary spaces 
so that hard problems receive the 
serious collective attention they 
deserve.

Did MEI affect your time at 
HKS? If yes, how?

MB: MEI provided a “home” 
at HKS away from home. The 
staff have been very helpful and 
supportive. It is a great resource 
for Arab students and those who 
are interested in research on the 
region.  

TZ: MEI played a pivotal 
role for me at HKS because it 
supplemented the shockingly 
lacking course offerings on the 
MENA region with indispensable 
public events and seminars. The 
academics, diplomats, and policy 
experts who were part of MEI’s 
roster of lectures provided much 
needed insight and analysis 
from the ground, and instigated 
necessary conversations that 
otherwise would not have taken 
place on this campus.

Examples of some of the 
programing that impacted me 
include, the seminar, “Enabling 
Egypt’s New Mamelukes: Global 
Partnering with the Military 
Economy” with Yezid Sayigh, 
Senior Associate at the Carnegie 
Middle East Center and Lina 
Khatib, Head of the Middle East 
and North Africa program at 
Chatham House talking about 
Syria. The latter was exceptionally 
important since there was a pau-
city of Syrian students on campus 
for the past 2 years. Another 
important seminar for me was 
the study group “Human Rights 
in the Arab Region: What Next?” 
led by Dr. Fateh Azzam, former 
director of the Asfari Institute for 
Civil Society and Citizenship.

What are you most looking for-
ward to as an HKS graduate?

MB: I am looking forward to 
turning some of the ideas into 
projects, collaborating with pro-
fessors and fellow graduates on 
different projects that help bridge 
the gaps between countries and 
that can have positive impact on 
policies, especially in the areas of 
entrepreneurship and leadership.

TZ: I hope to use the lessons I 
learned here to be of service to 
other people. I take the words 
“public service” very seriously. 
The investment that was made 
in my education must pay off, 
because I plan to pay forward the 
luck and privilege I was afforded 
by this experience to enter the 
public and non-profit sector 
exclusively. When I return home, 
I look forward to sharing what 
I’ve learned with the people who 
I hope to join in the fight.

What advice would you give  
to incoming students?

MB: Immerse yourself in this 
experience, keeping in mind what 
you want to gain. Ask for help, 
and surround yourself with the 
support system that enables you 
to achieve what you want. And 
finally, give yourself permission 
to change your mind about what 
you really want!

TZ: The real education at HKS 
happens outside of and between 
classes. The most valuable lessons 
you will learn always involve 
taking a risk, which is richly 
rewarded by the amount of expe-
rience it yields. Get involved in 
and initiate events, discussions, 
and dialogues with centers and 
student groups, especially those 
whose politics and value systems 
differ from your own. 

I strongly advise you to go 
to every event you can. If you 
don’t like the events you see 
and you think certain topics are 
missing, then organize something 
yourself! HKS provides you with 
a launch pad - it’s an incubator 
that allows you to take risks 
and test ideas in a controlled 
environment before you go back 
to implement them when you 
return home. Speaking of which, 
I also advise that you consider 
organizing student treks to your 
home country to offset the misin-
formation and stigma around our 
part of the world and to make 
a seriously lasting impression 
on your fellow colleagues and 
contribute to their education - 
they will undoubtedly contribute 
to yours. 

“The most valuable 
lessons you will 
learn always involve 
taking a risk, which 
is richly rewarded 
by the amount of 
experience it yields.”

TAREK ZEIDAN, MPA ‘18
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In the Region
Policy Field Visit to the UAE

The 2018 theme of the field visit to the UAE was government innovation 
and public policy. Twenty-six HKS participants (including ELI fellows) 
from 18 different countries, participated. This year, two Middle East 
Initiative Research Fellows, Matt Buehler and Jonas Bergan Draege, 
joined the field visit, as well. 

Utilizing a new, student-led approach, Emirati student fellows 
played a substantial role in crafting the agenda. Incorporating 
feedback from other ELI student fellows and selected HKS student 
delegates with expertise in innovation made the organization of the 
trip collaborative, inclusive, and more meaningful for all involved. 

Students visited Dubai, Abu Dhabi, and Sharjah, learning about 
government performance management from Her Excellency Maryam 
Al Hammadi at the Prime Minister’s Office; touring MASDAR and 
examining STEM innovation at Khalifa University; learning about arts 
policy at the Louvre Abu Dhabi and watching the rehearsal of a new 
modern dance performance at NYU Abu Dhabi; discussing artificial 
intelligence and the future of work at the Dubai Future Foundation, and 
meetings with entrepreneurs, including the CEO of the Dubai-based 
Careem, the region’s first and only “unicorn” start-up. 

2018 World Government Summit

Led by Emirates Leadership Initiative (ELI) fellow Mariam Balfaqeh 
(MC/MPA ’18) HKS students returned to the World Government 
Summit February 11-13, 2018. For a second year, students attended 
speaker sessions, and competed in the Global Universities Challenge. 
The visit was made possible by Alyaa Al Mulla (MC/MPA ’16), who 
currently works as Director of Human Resources in the Prime 
Minister’s Office and is a former ELI student fellow.

On Campus
Middle East Refugee Service Initiative (MERSI)

The Middle East Refugee Service Initiative (MERSI)—an initiative 
connecting Harvard students with area refugees—continued to 
be led by Emirates Leadership Initiative (ELI) student fellow Ziad 
Reslan (MPP ’18). MEI assisted students as they planned and 
organized a storytelling event with live Arabic music and Middle 
Eastern food to celebrate the community they shared in April 2018. 
Storytellers shared the struggles and triumphs of refugees from the 
Arab world who resettled in the Boston area. Student organizers 
Reslan, Zain Jarrar (MPA/ID ’17, ELI fellow), Hodan Osman (MC/
MPA ’18, ELI fellow), Mariam Balfaqeh (MC/MPP ’18, ELI fellow) 
and Kim Quarantello (CMES AM ‘18), asked event goers to carry 
these refugee stories with them and to continue to welcome new 
narratives and differing perspectives.

Dynamic Student-led Programing on Campus

As president of the HKS Arab Caucus, Emirates Leadership Initiative 
(ELI) student fellow Safwan Amin (MC/MPA ’18) worked with 
ELI colleagues and the broader Arab community throughout the 
year to bring diverse programing to the HKS community. Working 
with Salma El Yassir (MC/MPA ’18), the Arab Caucus screened the 
documentary Stitching Palestine and hosted director Carol Mansour 
and producer Muna Khalidi in the fall. Salma joined Ms. Mansour 
and Ms. Khalidi for a panel following the screening since she is 
featured in the film and has worked to document embroidery in 
Palestine. During the spring semester the Arab Caucus hosted formal 
and informal discussion around campus regarding Jerusalem and the 
U.S. Embassy in Israel.

Abu Dhabi Commercial 
Bank (adcb)
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Azizjon Azimi (MPP ’20) traveled to the UAE in January 2018 
to examine the Islamic finance industry’s impact on the country’s 
economic sustainability, particularly in infrastructure investment. 
Azizjon was granted access to the Islamic finance division of one of the 
UAE’s largest financial institutions, the Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank 
(ADCB), owned by the Government of Abu Dhabi and a market leader 
in sukuks – equivalent to bonds in Islamic finance. He also met with 
policymakers – like Mr. Kamran Sherwani, Head of Sharia Advisory, 
Compliance and Quality Control in ADCB’s Islamic banking division 
– who provided invaluable insights on the prospects for Islamic capital 
markets to drive sustainable infrastructure development in the country.

Mr. Sherwani identified two leading sectors in the growth of 
sukuks in the past 15 years for further research – project development 
(sukuk al-istisna) and aviation financing – and a key regulatory 
vacuum limiting UAE Islamic capital markets: lack of a single 
supervisory body to harmonize religious rulings in Islamic finance 
has allowed occasional discrepancies in application and interpretation 
of laws to create significant financial damages, and major setbacks 
for the UAE’s image as a global Islamic finance hub. A central 
recommendation of Azizjon’s research report is expediting the 
establishment of the Higher Sharia Board for Banking and Finance, 
initiated in 2017 to ensure long-term stability in Islamic capital 
markets.

As a concurrent MBA/MPP candidate at Stanford Graduate School 
of Business and HKS, Azizjon will spend the 2018/19 academic year 
at Stanford on a Knight-Hennessy Scholarship. At Stanford, Azizjon 
plans to research the potential of Islamic venture capital in driving 
entrepreneurship and innovation in Muslim-majority developing 
countries.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES STUDENT RESEARCH

Beyond Aid: Doing Business 
in Palestine
West Bank, Palestine

Zain Jarrar (MPA/ID ’18) traveled to Ramallah in January 2018 to 
investigate potential entry points for donors to support the Palestinian 
Authority’s Ministry of Finance and Planning (MoFP) in aligning 
development plans and public spending. According to Zain, Palestinian 
economic policy depends on public expenditure, since lack of a national 
currency severely restricts monetary policy and the private sector 
struggles with the limitations of occupation. Using a Public Expenditure 
and Financial Accountability (PEFA) framework, she assessed public 
financial management, focused specifically on optimizing the public 
budget to serve the Palestinian population. Her analysis ultimately 
aimed to learn how donors could intervene to support MoFP as 
it budgets for economic goals under the National Policy Agenda 
2017-2022, which prioritizes making sure no one is left behind in 
the Palestinian economy. Zain’s research revealed that donors should 
focus on supporting civil society organizations to bolster short- and 
long-term network and capacity building to conduct evidence-based 
advocacy from the grassroots to the national policy arena, as well as 
direct support for developing public sector capacity.

Every summer and winter, MEI supports HKS student 
travel to the Middle East for research projects and 
internship opportunities, helping them to shape their 
careers and the future of public policy in the region. This 
past year, MEI supported a total of 10 projects, two are 
highlighted above.
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In 2015, 20% of Kuwaiti adults were diabetic, compared to 11% in the 
US, according to the International Diabetes Federation. By 2040, public 
health experts expect healthcare costs related to diabetes to rise to $1.9 and 
$349 billion USD in Kuwait and the US, respectively.

Given such statistics, researchers have turned their attention to sugar 
sweetened-beverages (SSBs) – which include soda, sports drinks, energy 

drinks, fruit drinks, and sweetened waters. According to Dr. Hu, researchers 
have previously linked SSB consumption with weight gain, T2D rates, 
coronary heart disease, and other health issues. Dr. Hu and his team took 
their project, Sugary Drinks and Health in Kuwait, a step further, examining 
the potential for differential effects of added versus natural fructose on the 
rise of T2D. 

The project – the first research study on SSB consumption and 
potential policies to limit consumption among Kuwaiti and Gulf-state 

adolescents – relied on collaboration between the Harvard T.H. 
Chan School of Public Health and the Dasman Diabetes Institute in 

Kuwait. Supported by the Middle East Initiative, Professor Hu’s 
team aimed to fulfill two primary goals: 1) to investigate the 
perceptions and behaviors of SSB consumption and attitudes 
regarding potential SSB-limiting policies in Kuwait, and 2) 
to study the effects of the form (liquid vs solid) and source 
(natural vs added) of fructose consumed in relation to the risk 
of T2D in Kuwait and the US, respectively.

Using a mixed-methods approach and a cross-sectional 
design, the project synthesized studies in both Kuwait 
and the US to meet its research objectives. Dr. AlEssa led 
eight focus group discussions in public schools in Kuwait 
to examine the effects of obesity and gender on SSB 
consumption and to explore the attitudes of adolescents 
regarding potential policies to limit SSBs. Meanwhile, the 
research team analyzed the association between natural, 
added, and total fructose in beverages and the risk of T2D 
in 117,000 adults in the US in the Nurses’ Health Study 
(NHS), the Nurses’ Health Study II (NHSII), and the Health 
Professionals Follow-Up Study (HPFS).

According to Dr. AlEssa, the project findings 
demonstrated that while improved access to clean water 
and more hygienic water fountains impacted student 
beverage choices in schools, adolescents in Kuwait would be 
reluctant to cut back on SSBs, even if faced with price hikes 
and warning labels. Moreover, students’ responses on the 
proposed consumption reduction policies and their suggestions 
for other policies – including using social media to dissuade 
Kuwaitis from purchasing SSBs – highlighted the role of parents 
and broader culture in their decisions. Furthermore, the results 
of the NHS-NHSII-HPFS analysis indicated that while whole 
fruit consumption is associated with a lower risk of T2D, liquid 
fructose consumption – whether from SSBs or fruit juice – is 
associated with a higher risk of T2D.

While these findings provide only a glimpse of the 
insight from the project, Drs. Hu, AlEssa, and Tuomilehto 
will publish their research in detail in the future.  As Dr. Hu 
and his research team prepare the manuscript for the Sugary 
Drinks and Health in Kuwait project, the team also looks to 
the implications of its findings for public health in both Kuwait 
and in the US. The research team plans to include supplemental 

policy recommendations in the manuscript and to share its 
findings in a workshop with the public with the hope of affecting 

change in two epicenters of the T2D and obesity epidemics. 

FACULTY RESEARCH

The prevalence of type 2 diabetes (T2D) and childhood obesity in 
Kuwait and the US is among the highest in the world, and public 
health experts project the rates to continue growing. In an effort 
to better understand these epidemics and to develop evidence-
based policies to fight their effects in Kuwait, Dr. Frank Hu, 
Chair of the Department of Nutrition, Professor of Nutrition and 
Epidemiology at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health 
and Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School, and his 
co-contributors, Dr. Hala AlEssa, Principal Investigator in Kuwait 
and Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the Department of Nutrition 
at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, and Dr. Jaako 
Tuomilehto, Chief Scientific Officer at the Dasman Diabetes 
Institute in Kuwait, look to sugary beverages as a leading culprit.

Sugary Beverages
and Diabetes in Kuwait

2015

Diabetic adults

20%
KUWAIT 

11% 
UNITED STATES

2040 (projected)

Diabetes related  
healthcare costs

$1.9B
KUWAIT    

$349B
UNITED STATES

The Middle East Initiative offers 
funding each year to Harvard faculty 
for research proposals on major policy 
issues affecting the region. MEI has 
awarded 53 research grants to 
Harvard faculty since 2001, including 
three during the fall 2017 award cycle. 
These research grants are generously 
supported through the Kuwait Program 
at Harvard Kennedy School and the 
Emirates Leadership Initiative at 
Harvard Kennedy School. Priority 
topic areas include education 
reform, economic development, 
political reform, and science and 
technology, among others.
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FEATURED COURSE

Negotiating Complex Humanitarian 
Emergencies in Syria

In May 2017, a memorandum signed by representatives of Russia, 
Iran, and Turkey in Astana, Kazakhstan established four de-escalation 
zones (DEZs) in Syria, along the existing frontlines between remaining 
rebel strongholds and government forces backed by Russia and 
Iran. By November 2017 the fourth and final de-escalation zone in 
Southern Syria was set into force, in a special agreement between 
Russia, the United States, and Jordan. In January 2018, 14 Harvard 
and Tufts Fletcher School students joined MEI Faculty Affiliate Claude 
Bruderlein and his team in Jordan. Their goal: to develop “The Amman 
Guidelines” on humanitarian action in these new de-escalation zones. 
Bruderlein’s ultimate goal: Expose students to the complexities of 
real-world humanitarian negotiations and empower them to think and 
act strategically while upholding core humanitarian values of humanity, 
neutrality, impartiality, and independence.

When Bruderlein arrives in the region, coming from his post as 
Senior Advisor to the President of the International Committee for the 
Red Cross (ICRC), he arrives like the students with fresh eyes to the 
subject matter, leaving preparation and coordination of the course to 
course instructor Anaide Nahikian and course administrator Sarah 
Schwartz. This approach is intentional: he wants students to embark 
on an authentic process of discovery and critical examination of the 
issue, without relying on his expertise to guide them. The emphasis is 
not on answers to find, but on questions to ask – so he joins them in the 
process. From day one, students began to interview key interlocutors 
to gather information, starting with the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP) country representative in Jordan. The group 
interviews required coordination of questions and rigorous self-ex-
amination of roles and dynamics within the group. For one hour-
and-a-half interview, the class could spend up to two additional hours 
preparing for and debriefing, on top of hours of contextual research on 
the complex realities of DEZs in Syria.

Often, students prepared for and debriefed interviews on bus rides 
around Amman – a nerve center for the humanitarian community’s 
Syria response – to various interlocutors, including the UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), UN World Food Programme 
(WFP), the ICRC, Jordanian Diplomats and Special Forces, USAID’s 
Disaster Assistance Response Team, Doctor’s Without Borders (MSF), 
and local refugee legal aid provider Arab Renaissance for Democracy 
and Development. When not on the road, the Jordanian Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs’ Institute of Diplomacy served as a home base for 
students, generously providing classroom space for all-day sessions.

Tackling Humanitarian Dilemmas

Students engaged with several thorny issues in the humanitarian 
response in the context of DEZs, including avoiding diversion of aid and 
funding of the ‘war economy’, humanitarian engagement with groups 
branded by certain influential actors as extremist or terrorist groups, the 
difficulty of maintaining access for aid on both sides of the frontlines 
of the conflict, and negotiating freedom of movement and combatting 
forced returns of refugees.

Throughout the course, Bruderlein implored students to employ a 
strategic framework for parsing the difficult tradeoffs that humanitarian 
negotiators often face in the field. As they were developing recommenda-
tions, Bruderlein encouraged systematically separating levels of deci-
sion-making from diplomatic positions down to field-level operations 
and then placing those policy options on a continuum between human-
itarian ideals, pragmatic compromises, and outright instrumentalization 
by warring parties. At the various levels of decision-making, Bruderlein 
encouraged students not to get stuck in one operating logic, but to “oscil-
late” along this continuum and map key stakeholders in negotiations to 
navigate the inherent tensions in delivering aid in complex emergencies.

Impact Beyond Amman
While Professor Bruderlein and his team see the course primarily as a 
venue for deep learning, they also continued to work with students to 
spread the valuable knowledge generated during the course to drive 
impact in the humanitarian community. At the end of the course, 
students presented their analyses and recommendations to a group of 
humanitarian professionals they had interviewed during the course 
and received feedback on their proposals. After the course, students 
continued working with the HHI-ATHA team, many in partnership with 
the Geneva-based Centre of Competence on Humanitarian Negotiation 
(CCHN) which Bruderlein directs, contributing to an ongoing series of 
events, discussions, and research that continues to inform humanitarian 
negotiations around the world, as detailed at right 

26 FEBRUARY-2 MARCH Byblos, Lebanon

Regional Workshop on frontline humanitarian negotiation

HSPH student Abu Abioye joined Prof. Bruderlein in Byblos, Lebanon to facilitate 

a workshop for frontline humanitarian negotiators in the Middle East, drawing on 

the lessons and frameworks from the course to inform humanitarian practices on 

the ground.

8-9 MARCH Jakarta, Indonesia

Regional conference on humanitarian access and 
negotiation in Asia

HSPH student Sindu Govindapillai, a Global Health Fellow at Boston Children’s 

Hospital and Laos Friends Hospital for Children, brought the lessons of the course 

to the unique dilemmas of negotiating for humanitarian access in Asia. She 

facilitated a panel discussion on this topic at the CCHN’s first Regional Conference 

on Humanitarian Negotiation in Asia on March 8-9 in Jakarta, Indonesia.

12-13 MARCH  International Humanitarian City, Dubai, UAE

Regional roundtable on negotiating access to  
de-escalation zones in Syria

Three students from the course, Aleesha Shaik (HSPH), Gabriel Costa (HKS), 

and Laura Oller (HBS) joined the HHI-ATHA team in preparing for CCHN’s 

Regional Roundtable on Humanitarian Access to “De-Escalation Zones” in Syria, 

held at the International Humanitarian City in Dubai, UAE. The team engaged 

in the field research and preparation of background materials that led to an in-

depth report on the key dilemmas in providing humanitarian aid and protection 

in Syria’s DEZs, and recommendations for humanitarian action at the technical, 

negotiation, and diplomatic levels.

23-27 APRIL Bangkok, Thailand

Regional Workshop on frontline humanitarian negotiation

Having led the March panel in Jakarta, Sindu Govindapillai took the output 

from the panel to lead a roundtable in CCHN’s Regional Workshop for frontline 

humanitarian negotiators in Bangkok, Thailand on April 23-27, where participants 

reflected on how Asia’s unique regional dynamics should be drawn up to inform a 

culturally-specific understanding of humanitarian negotiation practice in the region.

23-24 MAY  Paris, France

High-level forum on humanitarian negotiation in Syria

HKS student Gabriel Costa conducted background research for a high-level 

forum held at the Paris School of International Affairs, co-facilitated by CCHN, 

ICRC, and PSIA, which drew frontline negotiators from ICRC, MSF, WFP, UNHCR, 

and UNICEF to discuss the negotiations strategies pertaining to the presence, 

access, and programming of humanitarian organizations throughout Syria. 

Former UN Special Envoy for Syria Lakhdar Brahimi also added his perspective 

to the forum.

SUMMER 2018 Beirut, Lebanon and Amman, Jordan

Research on humanitarian negotiations with non-state 
armed groups (NSAGs)

Gabriel Costa (HKS) received funding from the Middle East Initiative to continue 

his research with the HHI-ATHA and CCHN teams, travelling to Beirut and Amman, 

and virtually to Gaziantep, Turkey and Djibouti, in the summer of 2018 to conduct 

interviews with various stakeholders on humanitarian negotiations with non-state 

armed groups (NSAGs) in the Middle East. Costa also continued work with CCHN 

to turn the background papers he and other students worked on for the Dubai and 

Paris forums into a chapter in CCHN training materials used in the Middle East and 

around the world.

IHC, Dubai, UAE

Jakarta, Indonesia

Byblos, Lebanon

Bangkok, Thailand

Paris, France

MEI has supported the annual Winter Field Study Course, offered jointly by HKS and the Harvard 
T.H. Chan School of Public Health and led by Professor Claude Bruderlein and his team at the 
Harvard Humanitarian Initiative’s Advanced Training Program in Humanitarian Action (HHI-ATHA), 
since 2014, bringing 77 students to the region to grapple with some of the toughest public policy 
challenges faced by the region and the international humanitarian community from an on-the-
ground perspective.
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Former Palestinian Authority 
Prime Minister Salam Fayyad
Fayyad joined MEI as a senior fellow making several visits to the Kennedy 
School this past year. During his visits he spoke to the public, including at 
the JFK Jr. Forum’s February #PalestineForum, on his vision for Palestinian 
empowerment through unity. He also met with students and scholars, 
including the MEI Research Fellows and Arab and Israeli students at HKS. 
To audiences small and large, Fayyad stressed the importance of engaged 
public service and offered stories of his own journey, including at a seminar 
with HKS Professor Rema Hanna, where he confided that as a World Bank 
and IMF official working on development projects with governments in the 
region in the 1980s and 1990s, he “never really thought [he] would be on the 
other side of that table.” 

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

Naomi Chazan
Israeli Member of Knesset Naomi Chazan, now head of the New Israel Fund, outlined 
her view of the erosion of democratic institutions in Israel and how to respond.

Hicham Alaoui 
Hicham Alaoui, PhD Candidate in Politics at Princeton and Fellow at Harvard’s 
Weatherhead Center, tackled the meaning of Arab identity in an age of revolution 
and change.

Jonathan Guyer
Radcliffe Fellow and Journalist Jonathan 
Guyer spoke on the use of cartoons and 
graphic novels to protest police brutality and 
surveillance in Egypt.

Amanda Sloat
Amanda Sloat, Former U.S. Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of State for Southern 
Europe and Eastern Mediterranean Affairs, 
joined MEI and the Ash Center to discuss 
Turkey’s democratic backsliding and the 
U.S. and E.U. response to burgeoning 
authoritarianism in the country.

Robert Mason
AUC Professor Robert Mason examined the 
intra-GCC spat between Qatar and Saudi 
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, in  
the context of Qatari and Emirati foreign  
policy ambitions.

Joost Hiltermann
International Crisis Group’s MENA Program 
Director Joost Hiltermann assessed the future 
of Iraqi Kurdistan and Kurdish politics after 
the September 25, 2017 Kurdish independence 
referendum. 

Maha Yahya
Carnegie Middle East Center Director Maha Yahya discussed the conditions needed 
for the eventual safe return of Syrian refugees and the multiple pressures for unsafe 
returns from inside and outside of Syria, including her firsthand research with Syrian 
refugees in Jordan.

Mark Muller Stuart
Senior Advisor to the UN Envoy to Syria 
Mark Muller Stuart QC presented in a closed 
seminar to faculty, fellows, and students on 
the development of the UN peace process in 
Syria, the ground covered and the gaps yet 
to fill in negotiating a final status to Syria’s 
devastating conflict.

Lina Khatib
Chatham House MENA Programme Head 
Lina Khatib dissected the power dynamics 
behind the stand-off between Qatar and other 
Arab states, and the implications of the crisis 
for the broader region.

Events held in 2017-2018  
drawing over 2,300 attendees54

Listen to audio from select events at 
belfercenter.org/mei#podcast
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EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

Digging 
into the 
Unending 
News Cycle 
In the Trump era of U.S. foreign 
policy, “crises” seemed to dominate 
the headlines and drive the policy 
discussion in the region. While MEI’s 
mission remains to deliberately (and 
calmly) present the Middle East as 
a region of more-than-crises – of 
vibrancy, creativity, and compelling 
humanity – MEI relied on its network 
of experts to address the almost daily 
deluge of newsy events driving the 
discussion of the region in the media. 
All told, four news cycle-driven events 
drew over 300 attendees to hear expert 
opinions on some of the timeliest topics 
in the region, and the more enduring, 
underlying policy dilemmas for the 
people of the region, and the world.

Kurdish Referendum Panel
MEI Research Fellow Allison Hartnett, 
former Belfer Center International Security 
Program Fellow Morgan Kaplan (pictured) 
and Washington Institute for Near East 
Policy Lafer Fellow Michael Knights on 
the September 25 Kurdish Independence 
Referendum in Iraq on October 18.

Geopolitics of the Gulf Panel
MEI Faculty Chair Tarek Masoud (at left), 
Radcliffe Fellow Hala Aldosari, International 
Security Program Fellow Jeffrey Karam, and 
Iran Project Fellow Sahar Nowrouzzadeh on 
the corruption investigation and imprisonment 
of Saudi princes and businessmen and forced 
resignation of Lebanese Prime Minister Saad 
Hariri, and regional responses.

Jerusalem in Context Panel
Israeli Philosopher and Human Rights 
Advocate Anat Biletski, Palestinian Historian 
Salim Tamari (pictured), former U.S. Diplomat 
Robert Danin, and MEI Director Hilary Rantisi 
on the Trump Administration moving the U.S. 
Embassy in Tel Aviv to Jerusalem

Book Talks Look Back, 
and Forward 

Historical views on Algeria’s revolutionary 
generation, Yemen’s 1960’s civil war, Tuni-
sia’s democratic development, Palestinian 
refugee resilience, and the 50 years since 
Israel’s occupation of Palestine joined with 
more recent studies of revolutions and 
conflagrations in Egypt, Libya, and Syria, 
casting light on how the struggles of the 
present are shaped by the battles of the past, 
and what the dreams of the future might 
bring forth from the Arab Spring. FREDERIC WEHREYGERSHON SHAFIR H.A. HELLYERNADYA HAJJ NEIL KETCHLEY WENDY PEARLMAN

Humanitarian Crisis in Yemen
Anthropologist Steven Caton, Yemeni 
Journalist and Harvard Law Student Safa 
Karman, UNICEF-Yemen’s Noor Al-Kasadi, 
MEI Faculty Affiliate Claude Bruderlein, and 
Human Rights Watch’s Kristine Beckerle (at 
right) on the Humanitarian Crisis in Yemen.

Conferences
In spring 2018 MEI hosted two conferences at which scholars from 
across Harvard and the wider academic community in the US 
and abroad presented research, examined preliminary papers for 
publication, and collaborated on current and future projects. 

Project on Middle East Political Science 
In April, MEI jointly hosted a two-day, roundtable workshop with 
the Project on Middle East Political Science (POMEPS) at George 
Washington University. 17 scholars, representing 11 universities, 3 
international institutions, including the United Nations and USAID, 
and 7 countries, presented their work. Focusing broadly on social 
policy in the Middle East and North Africa, areas of specificity 
included regime legitimacy and state capacity, surveys and attitudes 
on social policy, interest groups and coalitions, and mobilization, 
cooptation, and alienation. A white paper series is forthcoming.
Top right: Former MEI research fellow Dina Bishara speaks during the POMEPS 
Social Policy in MENA Workshop.

North East Middle East Politics Working Group
In May, MEI hosted the North East Middle East Politics Working 
Group (NEMEPWG). 30 scholars, representing 20 universities, joined 
organizers Tarek Masoud, Melani Cammett, and Kristin Fabbe and the 
MEI research fellows for a two-day conference to present preliminary 
research and publication concepts. Themes explored at the conference 
included religiosity and political opposition, political perceptions 
among refugee populations, authoritarian labor regimes, transnational 
state building, and Islamic finance in capitalistic economies. Scholars 
presented various stages of their work, and many expect to publish 
articles or write books based on their presentations.

Second from top right: MEI research fellow Jonas Bergan Draege presents his 
research at NEMEPWG. Bottom right: NEMEPWG attendees gather for a group 
photo in the HKS courtyard.
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The Middle East Initiative at Harvard Kennedy School is 
dedicated to advancing public policy in the Middle East by 
convening the world’s foremost academic and policy experts, 
developing the next generation of leaders, and promoting 
community engagement on campus and in the region.

Graduate Heyam 
Abo Alasrar, MC/
MPA ’18 (center) is 
joined to celebrate 
her graduation at 
Harvard’s 2018 
Commencement  
by her sister Fatima 
Abo Alasrar, also 
MC/MPA '15, and 
her daughter  
Reem Al-Khalqi.
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